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The Religious Traditions of Asia
2013-09-05

this essential student textbook consists of seventeen sections all written by leading scholars in their different fields they cover all the religious traditions of southwest asia southeast asia central asia
tibet and east asia the major traditions that are described and discussed are from the southwest hinduism jainism buddhism sikhism and islam and from the east taoism confucianism and shinto in
addition the tradition of bon in tibet the shamanistic religions of inner asia and general chinese korean and japanese religion are also given full coverage the emphasis throughout is on clear
description and analysis rather than evaluation ten maps are provided to add to the usefulness of this book which has its origin in the acclaimed encyclopedia of religion edited by mircea eliade of the
university of chicago

Asian Religions in Practice
2020-06-30

princeton readings in religions is a new series of anthologies on the religions of the world representing the significant advances that have been made in the study of religions in the last thirty years this
volume brings together the introductions to the first five volumes of this acclaimed series religions of india in practice 1995 buddhism in practice 1995 religions of china in practice 1996 religions of
tibet in practice 1997 and religions of japan in practice 1999 the introductions to these volumes have been widely praised for their accessible clear and concise overviews of the religions of asia
providing both historical context and insightful analysis of hinduism jainism sikhism islam buddhism confucianism taoism shinto and bon as well as many local traditions the authors of the chapters are
leading scholars of asian religions richard davis india stephen teiser china george tanabe japan and donald lopez buddhism and tibet they bring together the best and most current research on their
topics while series editor donald lopez provides an introduction to the volume as a whole in addition to providing a wealth of detail on the history doctrine and practice of the religions of asia the five
chapters offer an opportunity for sustained discussions of the category of religion

Religion and Nationalism in Asia
2019-08-28

this book re examines the relationship between religion and nationalism in a contemporary asian context with a focus on east south and south east asia addressing empirical analytical and normative
questions it analyses selected case studies from across asia including china india iraq japan pakistan the philippines and sri lanka and compares the differences and commonalities between the diverse
configurations of nationalism and religion across the continent it then goes on to explain reasons for the regional religious resurgence and asks is the nation state model aligned with secularism
suitable for the region exploring the two interrelated issues of legacies and possibilities this book also examines the relationship between nationalism and modernity identifying possible and desirable
trajectories which go beyond existing configurations of nationalism and religion bringing together a stellar line up of contributors in the field religion and nationalism in asia will be a valuable resource
for students and scholars of asian religion and politics as well as sociology ethnicity nationalism and comparative politics

Material Culture and Asian Religions
2014-03-26

traditionally research on the history of asian religions has been marked by a bias for literary evidence privileging canonical texts penned in classical languages not only has a focus on literary evidence
shaped the dominant narratives about the religious histories of asia in both scholarship and popular culture but it has contributed to the tendency to study different religious traditions in relative
isolation from one another today moreover historical work is often based on modern textual editions and increasingly on electronic databases what may be lost in the process is the visceral sense of the
text as artifact as a material object that formed part of a broader material culture in which the boundaries between religious traditions were sometimes more fluid than canonical literature might
suggest this volume brings together specialists in a variety of asian cultures to discuss the methodological challenges involved in integrating material evidence for the reconstruction of the religious
histories of south southeast central and east asia by means of specific test cases the volume explores the importance of considering material and literary evidence in concert what untold stories do
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these sources help us to recover how might they push us to reevaluate historical narratives traditionally told from literary sources by addressing these questions from the perspectives of different
subfields and religious traditions contributors map out the challenges involved in interpreting different types of data assessing the problems of interpretation distinct to specific types of material
evidence e g coins temple art manuscripts donative inscriptions and considering the issues raised by the different patterns in the preservation of such evidence in different locales special attention is
paid to newly discovered and neglected sources to our evidence for trade migration and inter regional cultural exchange and to geographical locales that served as contact zones connecting cultures in
addition the chapters in this volume represent the rich range of religious traditions across asia including hinduism buddhism taoism shinto and chinese religions as well as islam and eastern
christianities

Asian Religions, Technology and Science
2015-03-27

over the past five decades the field of religion and science scholarship has experienced a considerable expansion this volume explores the historical and contemporary perspectives of the relationship
between religion technology and science with a focus on south and east asia these three areas are not seen as monolithic entities but as discursive fields embedded in dynamic processes of cultural
exchange and transformation bridging these arenas of knowledge and practice traditionally seen as distinct and disconnected the book reflects on the ways of exploring the various dimensions of their
interconnection through its various chapters the collection provides an examination of the use of modern scientific concepts in the theologies of new religious organizations and challenges the
traditional notions of space by western scientific conceptions in the 19th century it looks at the synthesis of ritual elements and medical treatment in china and india and at new funeral practices in
japan it discusses the intersections between contemporary western buddhism modern technology and global culture and goes on to look at women s rights in contemporary pakistani media using case
studies grounded in carefully delineated temporal and regional frameworks chapters are grouped in two sections one on religion and science and another on religion and technology illustrating the
manifold perspectives and the potential for further research and discussion this book is an important contribution to the studies of asian religion science and technology and religion and philosophy

Asian Religions
1982

now available in paperback the routledge handbook of religions in asia provides a contemporary and comprehensive overview of religion in contemporary asia compiled and introduced by bryan s
turner and oscar salemink the handbook contains specially written chapters by experts in their respective fields the wide ranging introduction discusses issues surrounding orientalism and the
historical development of the discipline of religious studies it conveys how there have been many centuries of interaction between different religious traditions in asia and discusses the problem of
world religions and the range of concepts such as high and low traditions folk and formal religions popular and orthodox developments individual chapters are presented in the following five sections
asian origins religious formations missions states and religious competition reform movements and modernity popular religions religion and globalization social dimensions striking a balance between
offering basic information about religious cultures in asia and addressing the complexity of employing a western terminology in societies with radically different traditions this advanced level reference
work will be essential reading for students researchers and scholars of asian religions sociology anthropology asian studies and religious studies

Routledge Handbook of Religions in Asia
2018-05-15

religion and orientalism in asian studies analyses the role of religion in past and present understandings of asia religion and the history of its study in the modern academy has exercised massive
influence over asian studies fields in the past century asian studies has in turn affected and is increasingly shaping the study of religion religion and orientalism in asian studies looks into this symbiotic
relationship both in current practice and in the modern histories of both orientalism and area studies each chapter of the book deals with one regional sub discipline in asian studies covering chinese
studies japanese studies korean studies south asian studies southeast asian studies and central eurasian studies the chapters are integrated by shared themes that run through the past and present
practice of asian studies covering the role of state actors in originating area studies the role of local scholarship in defining and developing it the interaction between humanities and social science
approaches debates over the dominance of western and or modern categories and frameworks the interaction of past and present and the role of religious actors and religious sensibilities in shaping
asian studies
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Religion and Orientalism in Asian Studies
2016-10-06

asian religions a unique introduction to asian religions combining the scholarly rigor of an established historian of asian religions with the willingness to engage empathetically with the traditions and
to suggest that readers do the same joseph a adler kenyon college randall l nadeau has accomplished what only a few have tried but which has been much needed in the study of religions he has
written a genuinely novel approach to the religions of asia this is a work that should find its way into asian humanities history religion and civilization courses ronnie littlejohn belmont university this
all embracing introduction to asian religious practices and beliefs takes a unique approach not only does it provide a complete overview of the basic tenets of the major asian religions but it also
demonstrates how asian spiritualities are lived and practiced exploring the meaning and significance they hold for believers in a series of engaging and lively chapters the book explores the beliefs and
practices of confucianism taoism hinduism buddhism and japanese religions including shintō using a comparative approach it highlights the contrasts between asian and western modes of thinking and
living and debates the influence of religion on real world issues including work economic growth the environment human rights and gender relations nadeau a leading figure in this field takes an
empathetic approach to asian religious and cultural traditions and considers asian spiritualities to be viable systems of belief for today s global citizens integrating exercises activities and an appealing
mixture of examples such as novels and biographies this refreshing book leads readers to an enhanced understanding of the ideas and practice of asian religions and of their continuing relevance today

Asian Religions
2014-01-28

covering eclectic topics ranging from south asian religion to motherhood to world dance to ethnomusicology this book focuses on contemporary selected experiences of women and how their lives
interface with religion religion has often been perceived as the source of constriction for women s roles in society this volume explores how modern women across asia are mobilizing their faith
traditions to address existential issues encountered in both the public and private realms relating to economics public participation politics and culture as such it is revealed that religion can be a
powerful force for social change and ameliorating women s lives despite use of religious doctrine in the past to limit women editor zayn r kassam phd and the contributors cover not only the commonly
considered asian traditions of hinduism islam and buddhism but also christianity judaism bahai and indigenous traditions the book reveals that the challenges and opportunities asian women face arise
both from within and outside whether in terms of developments within their countries or in relation to international political and economic regimes the chapters explore how the issues asian women
face have as much to do with cultural and religious codes as they do with politics economics education and the law consider the varying ways in which family and motherhood are affected by the state s
construction of the gendered citizen by social constructs of motherhood and by policies regarding women and children s access to health care and identify the roles played by religion and spirituality in
these circumstances

Women and Asian Religions
2023

pieris confronts two of the most urgent and complex questions facing christians today so many poor people and so many religions he believes that the approaches of the christian churches to these
questions will determine whether christianity will continue to have any relevance for asia or not

Asian Theology of Liberation
1988-01-09

the series religion and society rs contributes to the exploration of religions as social systems both in western and non western societies in particular it examines religions in their differentiation from
and intersection with other cultural systems such as art economy law and politics due attention is given to paradigmatic case or comparative studies that exhibit a clear theoretical orientation with the
empirical and historical data of religion and such aspects of religion as ritual the religious imagination constructions of tradition iconography or media in addition the formation of religious
communities their construction of identity and their relation to society and the wider public are key issues of this series
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Religions and Societies, Asia and the Middle East
1982

this book brings together essays by anthropologists scholars of religion and art historians on the subject of sacred place and sacred biography in asia the chapters span a broad geographical area that
includes india nepal thailand indonesia and china and explore issues from the classical and medieval periods to the present they show how sacred places have a plurality of meanings and how in their
construction secular politics private religious experience and sectarian rivalry intersect contributors explore the fundamental challenges that religious groups face as they expand from their homeland
or confront the demands of modernity while some chapters deal with well known religious movements and sites others discuss little known groups and help to enrich our understanding of the diversity
of religious belief in asia the book will be of interest not only to scholars of asian religion and hagiography but also to others who seek to understand the ways in which religious groups accommodate
the challenges of new environments and new times

Pilgrims, Patrons, and Place
2003

this book provides a comprehensive exploration of asian christianity and theology with emphasis on how it has developed in different parts of the continent and in the different eras especially since the
end of colonialism in asia asian theology refers to a unique way of theological reflection characterized by specific methodologies that evolved in postcolonial asia premised on the thinking of asian
church leaders and scholars its focus is on the dialogue with the many cultures inculturation many religions interreligious dialogue and many poor integral liberation of asia the book looks at each of
these ministries in detail foregrounding asian biblical hermeneutics christianity s engagement with hinduism confucianism and islam asian women s theology and the rise of pentecostalism the volume
is valuable reading for scholars of religious studies theology world christianity asian religions and asian studies

Asian Christianity and Theology
2021-08-19

the religious landscape of south asia is complex and fascinating while existing literature tends to focus on the majority religions of hinduism and buddhism much less attention is given to jainism
sikhism islam or christianity while not nelecting the majority traditions this valuable resource also explores the important role which the minority traditions play in the religious life of the subcontinent
covering popular as well as elite expressions of religious faith by examining the realities of religious life and the ways in which the traditions are practised on the ground this book provides an
illuminating introduction to religion in south asia

South Asian Religions
2012-11-27

christianity is one of the most rapidly growing religions in asia despite the challenges of political marginalisation church organisations throughout much of asia are engaged in activities such as charity
education and commentary on public morality that may either converge or conflict with the state s interests considering christianity s growing prominence and the various ways asian nation states
respond to this growth this book brings into sharper analytical focus the ways in which the faith is articulated at the local regional and global level contributors from diverse disciplinary and
institutional backgrounds offer in depth analyses of the complex interactions between asian nation states and christianity in the context of modernisation and nation building exploring the social and
political ramifications of christian conversions in asia and their impact on state policies the book analyses how christian followers missionaries theologians and activists negotiate their public roles and
identities vis à vis various forms of asian states particularly in the context of post colonial nation building and socio economic development this volume represents a critical contribution to the existing
scholarship on christianity s global reach and its local manifestations and demonstrates the significance of the asian experience in our understanding of christianity as a global religion
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Christianity and the State in Asia
2009-09-11

jane iwamura examines contemporary fascination with eastern spirituality and provides a cultural history of the representation of asian religions in american mass media at the heart of her study is the
oriental monk a non sexual solitary conventionalized icon who generously and purposefully shares his wisdom with the west

Virtual Orientalism
2011

an introduction to the religious traditions of china korea and japan covering the history beliefs structure and practices of ancient chinese religion confucianism daoism and shinto richly illustrated with
colourful photos illustrations maps and charts as well as audio files and a selection of relevant ancient texts this ebook provides a solid jargon free introduction to the religions of eastern asia for
college level classes or for any reader seeking a neutral presentation of these traditions by an author who has taught extensively in the field for over three decades

The Great Asian Religions
1969

focusing on boundaries appropriations and resistances involved in western engagements with south asian religions this edited volume considers both the pre and postcolonial period in india pakistan
and bangladesh it pays particular attention to contemporary controversies surrounding the study of south asian religions including several scholars reflection on the contentious reaction to their own
work other chapters consider such issues as british colonial epistemologies the relevance of hegel for the study of south asia the canonization of francis xavier feminist interpretations of the mother of
the buddha and theological dispute among muslims in bangladesh and pakistan by using the themes of boundaries appropriations and resistances this work offers insight into the dynamics and
diversity of western approaches to south asian religions and the indigenous responses to them that avoids simple active passive binaries

East Asian Religions
2021-03-16

in envisioning religion race and asian americans david k yoo and khyati y joshi assemble a wide ranging and important collection of essays documenting the intersections of race and religion and asian
american communities a combination so often missing both in the scholarly literature and in public discourse issues of religion and race ethnicity undergird current national debates around
immigration racial profiling and democratic freedoms but these issues as the contributors document are longstanding ones in the united states the essays feature dimensions of traditions such as islam
hinduism and sikhism as well as how religion engages with topics that include religious affiliation or lack thereof the legacy of the vietnam war and popular culture the contributors also address the
role of survey data pedagogy methodology and literature that is richly complementary and necessary for understanding the scope and range of the subject of asian american religions these essays
attest to the vibrancy and diversity of asian american religions while at the same time situating these conversations in a scholarly lineage and discourse this collection will certainly serve as an
invaluable resource for scholars students and general readers with interests in asian american religions ethnic and asian american studies religious studies american studies and related fields that
focus on immigration and race

Engaging South Asian Religions
2012-01-02

the nanzan guide to japanese religions has been prepared as an aid for students and scholars engaged in research on japanese religions it is the first resource guide to encompass the entire field of
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japanese religions and provide tools for navigating it

Envisioning Religion, Race, and Asian Americans
2020-08-31

the acclaimed volumes of princeton readings in religions present the remarkable range of all that is encompassed in the practice of religions across the centuries and across the world religions of asia
in practice an anthology brings together into a single volume the most important and fascinating selections from the volumes on buddhism india china tibet and japan to give an overview of how
religions have been lived by both ordinary and extraordinary people throughout the continent of asia these materials many of which had never before been translated into any western language include
ritual manuals hagiographical and autobiographical writings popular commentaries instructions to children poetry and folktales each is preceded by a substantial introduction in which the translator
discusses the text s history and influence and guides the reader through points of potential difficulty and particular interest the volume includes in addition clear and compelling introductions to each
of the major traditions religions of asia in practice an anthology offers a fascinating look at the spectrum of religious practices in asia over almost three millennia as such it is ideally suited for use as a
textbook in courses on world or eastern religions as well as for the general reader

The Oriental Religions and American Thought
1981

first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Nanzan Guide to Japanese Religions
2005-10-31

this comprehensive survey of the religions of india and the far east offers writings by noted scholars coverage of the role of religion in everyday life information on what it is like to be an adherant to
each religion and discussion of religion s influence on gender roles

Religions of Asia in Practice
2002

objects of worship are an aspect of the material dimension of lived religion in south asia the omnipresence of these objects and their use is a theme which cuts across the religious traditions in the
pluralistic religious culture of the region divine power becomes manifest in the objects and for the devotees they may represent power regardless of religious identity this book looks at how these
objects dominate the religious landscape of south asia and how they are of significance not just to the religious but also the social life of the region it shows how these objects are shaped by traditions
of religious aesthetics and conceptual devices woven into webs of religious and social meaning and demonstrates how the objects have a living relationship with those who use them it discusses how
devotees relate to such objects in a number of ways and that although they belong to various traditions objects may attract people from different communities and can be contested by analysing the
specific qualities that make objects eligible for becoming living objects of worship and demonstrating how the objects have a living relationship with those who use them the book contributes to an
understanding of the central significance of these objects in the religious and social life of south asia it will be of interest to students and scholars of asian religion south asian studies philosophy and
culture and society
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The World's Religions: The Religions of Asia
2005-08-18

the flux of asian immigration over the last 35 years has deeply altered the united states religious landscape but neither social scientists nor religious scholars have fully appreciated the impact of these
growing communities and asian immigrant religious communities are significant to the study of american religion not only because there are more than ten million asian americans asian american
religions differ substantially from models drawn from european religions pushing for new wider understandings religions in asian america provides a comprehensive overview of the religious practices
of chinese filipino indian korean japanese vietnamese cambodian and laotian americans how these new communities work through issues of gender race transnationalism income disparities and social
service and the passing along an ethnic identity to the next generation make up the common themes that reach across essays about the varying communities the first sociological overview of asian
american religions religions in asian america is necessary reading for those interested in asians ethnicity immigration or religion in the united states

Religions of Asia
1993-03-15

british columbia is canada s most ethnically diverse province yet in general we need to know more about the diversity of religionsthat accompanied immigrants to the province and how they are
practisedtoday this book offers intimate portraits of local religious groups including hindus and sikhs from south asia buddhist organizations fromsoutheast asia and tibetan japanese and chinese
religions from eastand central asia the first comprehensive comparative examination ofasian religions in british columbia this book is mandatory reading forteachers policy makers scholars of local
history and culture and ofasian canadian studies

Objects of Worship in South Asian Religions
2018-01-12

as a result of immigration from asia in the wake of the passage of the 1965 hart celler immigration act the fastest growing religions in america faster than all christian groups combined are islam
hinduism buddhism and sikhism in this remarkable book a leading scholar of religion asks how these new faiths have changed or have been changed by the pluralist face of american civil society how
have these new religious minorities been affected by the deep rooted american ambivalence toward foreign traditions bruce lawrence casts a comparativist eye on the american religious scene and
explores the ways in which various groups of asian immigrants have and sometimes have not been integrated into the american polity in the process he offers several important correctives too often
lawrence argues profiles of asian american experience focus exclusively on immigrants from east asia to the exclusion of south asian and west asian voices new faiths old fears seeks to make all asians
equally important and to break free of traditional geographic markers most reflecting nineteenth century imperial values that artificially divide the people of the middle east from the rest of asia with
whom they share certain religious and cultural ties iranian americans in particular emerge as a vital bridge group whose experience tells us much about how asians of many different backgrounds have
found their way in their new nation beyond simply expanding and refining our conception of who asian americans are lawrence draws instructive comparisons between asian americans experience and
those of native african and hispanic americans exposing undercurrents of racial and class antagonisms he concludes that we cannot fully comprehend the contours and valences of culture and religion
in america without understanding how this racialized class prejudice shapes the views of the dominant class toward immigrants and other marginal groups

The Great Asian Religions
1969

the localisation of a region group or culture was a common social phenomenon in pre modern asia but global colonialism began to affect the lifestyle of local people what was the political condition of
the relationship between insiders and outsiders the impact of colonial authorities over religious communities has not received significant attention even though the asian continent is the home of many
religions including hinduism buddhism confucianism taoism islam shintoism and shamanism colonial transformation and asian religions in modern history presents multi angled perspectives of socio
religious transition it uses the cultural religiosity of the asian people as a lens through which readers can re examine the concepts of imperialism religious syncretism and modernisation the
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contributors interpret the growth of new religions as another facet of counter colonialism this new approach offers significant insight into comprehending the practical agony and sorrow of regional
people throughout asian history

Religions in Asian America
2001-12-18

this book presents the american encounter with asian religions through a wide range of documents written and visual from elite and popular culture dating from 1788 to the present coverage of
buddhism hinduism and islam predominate through selectoins from other religions are included daoism confusianism shinto sikhism the entries are divided into four chronological periods the first
section traces the initial attempts to map the earliest contracts up to 1840 the second section from 1840 to 1924 presents the first real passages from east to west and west to east the third from 1924
to 1965 sketches a drifting period when immigration has stopped and euro american interest in asian religions was minimal and the final section which takes us to the present covers a time when the
encounter intensifies greatly

Asian Religions in British Columbia
2010

a comparative look at religion and spirituality in postcolonial china and india the modern spirit of asia challenges the notion that modernity in china and india are derivative imitations of the west
arguing that these societies have transformed their ancient traditions in unique and distinctive ways peter van der veer begins with nineteenth century imperial history exploring how western concepts
of spirituality secularity religion and magic were used to translate the traditions of india and china he traces how modern western notions of religion and magic were incorporated into the respective
nation building projects of chinese and indian nationalist intellectuals yet how modernity in china and india is by no means uniform while religion is a centerpiece of indian nationalism it is viewed in
china as an obstacle to progress that must be marginalized and controlled the modern spirit of asia moves deftly from kandinsky s understanding of spirituality in art to indian yoga and chinese qi gong
from modern theories of secularism to histories of christian conversion from orientalist constructions of religion to chinese campaigns against magic and superstition and from muslim kashmir to
muslim xinjiang van der veer an outspoken proponent of the importance of comparative studies of religion and society eloquently makes his case in this groundbreaking examination of the spiritual and
the secular in china and india

New Faiths, Old Fears
2004-10-20

explores how objects shape the worlds of religious participants across a range of south asian traditions sacred matters explores the lives of material objects in south asian religions spanning a range of
traditions including hinduism islam jainism buddhism and christianity the book demonstrates how sacred items influence and enliven the worlds of religious participants across south asia and into the
diaspora contributors examine a variety of objects to describe the ways sacred materials derive and confer meaning and efficacy emerging from and giving shape to religious and nonreligious realms
alike material forms of deity and divine power are considered along with commonplace ritual items including images clay pots and camphor the work also attends to materiality s complex role within
the materially suspicious contexts of islam theravada buddhism and roman catholicism this engaging collection presents new frameworks for contemplating the ways in which historical social and
sacred processes intertwine and collectively shape human and divine activity

Colonial Transformation and Asian Religions in Modern History
2018

religion and religious ideas have played a fundamental role in the shaping of asian history society and cultural practices in this engaging and informative book thomas david dubois sets out to explain
how religious traditions and philosophies in china and japan have evolved and intersected since the birth of confucianism in china and the arrival of buddhism in japan crossing a broad terrain from
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tokyo to tibet the book concentrates on the post fourteenth century when the long lasting political dynasties that transformed the political social and economic institutions of both countries came into
being it is these connections that the author is keen to highlight and he does so to effect by using key moments such as the taiping uprising and the boxer rebellion to underscore the importance of
religion in transforming the course of asian history contemporary chapters reflect on the wartime deification of the japanese emperor marxism as religion and the persecution of the dalai lama

Asian Religions in America
1999

this book looks at the diverse models of healing that interplay with culture and religion in asia cutting across several asian regions from hong kong to mainland china tibet india and japan it addresses
healing from a broader perspective and reflects a fresh new outlook on the complexities of asian societies and their approach to health drawing on original fieldwork contributors present their latest
research on diverse local models of healing that occur when disease and religion meet in south and east asian cultures it challenges the reader to rethink predominantly long held western
interpretations of disease management and religion

The Modern Spirit of Asia
2014

the new religious movements nrms of modern asia commonly offered a new way of hope for enduring the socio political situation of colonial life this volume explores particular cases in relation to the
aspects of origin identity transnational activity text hybrid conditions religionized politics geopolitical exchange and millennialism

Sacred Matters
2015-11-16

an historical and biographical dictionary of christianity in china japan korea indonesia south east asia india pakistan and the middle east

Religion and the Making of Modern East Asia
2011

Disease, Religion, and Healing in Asia
2015

New Religious Movements in Modern Asian History
2020-10
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A Dictionary of Asian Christianity
2001

The Great Asian religions
1971
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